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a particular interest in the mental health and
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understanding suicidality and completed the
Master of Suicidology at Griffith University in 2018.
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fellowship in general practice in
2013 followed closely by the
child health diploma a year later.
His interests alongside this have always been

paediatrics and he now sees a wide variety of the
general run of the mill kids health problems mixed
with the more complex chronic health or mental
health problems that a child might present with.
This has sometimes thrown up challenges but at
the same time been hugely rewarding.
Andrew enjoys working with families and
community health providers to support children to
achieve better health outcomes.
Andrew teaches medical students at both Notre
Dame and Curtin Universities. He is involved in the
personal and professional development domain
which involves debriefing with students on their
progress and mentoring them through medical
school. He also works with a group called ‘doctors
for doctors’, a subsidiary of the Australian Medical
Association which encourages doctors to seek out a
health professional of their own.
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Minds program, working with like-minded GPs to
develop new ways to screen and prevent anxiety in
children. He has also been passionate about
reducing the fears of children coming into the
medical setting by creating the ‘teddy hospital’ for
his GP clinic which has become a very successful
program and continues to grow. Finally, Andrew
has teamed up with ‘Parent TV’, a new online
resource for parents, who can login to see videos
and resources regarding common health and
mental health topics.
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Kim is interested in the effect of social media on
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